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Varieties of information, even in logic

Many kinds: semantic range of options (Carnap, Hintikka, mainstream epistemology),
correlation (information theory, Dretske), algebra, syntactic code (proof, computation).
Handbook Philosophy of Information, 2008: choice of representation depends on task.
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New types of models and hybrids between representation levels are appearing all the time.
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Top levels: standard semantic approaches

Epistemic models: knowledge via accessibility. Doxastic models: relative plausibility order, belief as
truth in most plausible worlds. Probabilistic models: probability distribution. Many hybrids.
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A case of moving down: evidence models

Epistemic accessibility and plausibility order record earlier information received in reduced form.
Evidence models M = (W, E, V) with family E of subsets of W, say, from imprecise observations.
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Knowledge ~ universal modality, £ϕ ~ there is evidence supporting ϕ (∃X ∈ E: X ⊆ [[ϕ]]). Belief Bϕ:

ϕ true in the intersection of every maximally FIP family of evidence. Supports language extensions.
Richer level, richer logic. Modal neighborhood logics for evidence models, varying assumptions on E.
Moving up. Evidence plus strength or comparison order. Even toward syntax: arguments, reasons.
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And then moving back up a bit: epistemic topology

From evidence models to topological spaces (X, O, V). Motivations: information topology, Scott
domains, learning theory in epistemology. Issue: closure under finite intersections, arbitrary unions.
From Tarski’s S4 to richer modal languages. Connections to ‘topologic’: interpret at pairs (U, x) with
U open set, x ∈ U in some topological space. Meta-theory topologized universe of epistemic models.
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The landscape of representation levels is highly connected

Two research modes: * fight for one unique viewpoint, * seek connections between approaches.
Model transformations between many levels. E.g., just dropping plausibility order to bare sets, or
more interestingly, say, plausibility order from evidence models: s ≤ t iff ∀X ∈ E: if s ∈ X, then t ∈ X.
Translations: Belief to evidence, qualitative to quantitative probability (De Finetti) or v.v. (Leitgeb).
Logic translations: e.g., from neighborhood logics into standard modal logics (Kracht & Wolter), from
partial into two-valued logics, ever-growing connections algebra and modal logics on PW models.
Moral of translations: ‘what are levels’, ‘what is more general than what’ sometimes hard to say.
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Adding a dimension: dynamics, not just statics

Just as in physics and other sciences. The dynamics of information change complements & explains
the statics of information-based attitudes. A concrete implementation: dynamic-epistemic logics for
events with hard information !ϕ (domain reduction) or soft information ⇑ϕ (plausibility change).
New level pictures:
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Case study, continued: evidence dynamics

Epistemic !ϕ decomposes: * evidence addition +ϕ adds [[ϕ]]] to E, * evidence removal –ψ deletes all
sets X ⊆ [[ψ]] from E. ‘External operations’ process new information. ‘Internal operations’ refine evidence: take intersections ∩, remove inconsistencies. Logic: £p ∧ £q → £(p∧q) invalid, (£p ∧ £q)

→ [∩]£(p∧q) valid. Axioms for dynamic modalities reveal a richer repertoire of static attitudes.

Parallel dynamics in epistemic topology: information dynamics via continuous maps (deterministic:
Bjorndahl, computable: Scott) and link up with dynamical systems theory (Mints, Klein & Rendsvig).
Add in reasoning as a form of information refinement: topology + default logics (Chenwei Shi).
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Connecting the dynamics: tracking

Now also connect information dynamics at different levels. Current issue: tracking.
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⇒

↑
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#ϕ( ord(M))

(# is the ‘suggestion’ update)

↑
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+ϕ(M)

commuting diagram

Tracking shows dynamics at a richer level can be traced at lower one. If this is impossible, the finergrained dynamics has no information-reduced counterpart. E.g., evidence deletion is not trackable,
Bayesian update is not trackable in plausibility models. (But ….) General setting: Category Theory.
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Vertical dynamics: moving up and down in the landscape

Agency: moving up and down in information levels (vertical dynamics): memory, resources.
Coda But is not this Pluralism, or even worse: Relativism? Well, the unity is the total landscape. And,
charting reality at many grain levels may do more justice to it than declaring one level to be the best.
Ref. JvB, 2011, Logical Dynamics of Information and Interaction, Cambridge UP. –, 2016, 'Tracking Information',
Dunn Volume, Outstanding Contributions, Springer. –, ‘Explicit and Implicit Stances in Logic’, 2018, JPL.

